[Acute cerebral circulation problems].
Acute stroke is the third most common cause of death and also the most common cause of permanent disability in industrialized countries. Ischemic stroke is caused by occlusion of a cerebral artery leading to a critical reduction in brain perfusion in the respective brain area (penumbra). Most acute stroke treatment strategies are based on the penumbra concept: attaining rapid and persistent reperfusion is followed by the protection of critically ischemic and not yet infarcted (penumbral) tissue by, e.g., neuroprotection. Examination of the acute stroke patient includes a brief history, neurostatus and imaging (CT or MRI) for the exclusion of intracerebral hemorrhage. The diagnostic standard is CT; modern stroke MRI protocols provide an improved selection in later time windows. Intravenous thrombolysis with rt-PA within 3 h of symptom onset is the only approved therapy with a proven significant benefit for the patient. The effect is smaller but still significant if treatment occurs up to 4.5 h, and may still be present in MRI selected patients up to 9 h. More aggressive forms of therapy include interventional reperfusion techniques and therapy of malignant MCA infarction such as hemicraniectomy and hypothermia, which at present, however, are not routine and are only performed in specialized centers.